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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Public Sector Economics explores issues related to expenditure aPublic Sector Economics explores issues related to expenditure andnd

tax policies of governments, as well as views on the purpose of tax policies of governments, as well as views on the purpose of 

government and criteria for evaluating government actions. government and criteria for evaluating government actions. 

Various government expenditure programs, such as education and Various government expenditure programs, such as education and 

social security, and revenue sources, such as income taxes and social security, and revenue sources, such as income taxes and 

property taxes, are described and analyzed. property taxes, are described and analyzed. 

Public Sector Economics
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A benefitA benefit--cost analysis is a systematic evaluation of  the economic cost analysis is a systematic evaluation of  the economic 
advantages (advantages (benefitsbenefits) and disadvantages () and disadvantages (costscosts) of a set of ) of a set of 
investment alternatives. investment alternatives. 

Typically, a Typically, a ““Base CaseBase Case”” is compared to one or more Alternatives is compared to one or more Alternatives 
(which have some significant improvement compared to the Base (which have some significant improvement compared to the Base 
Case).Case).

The analysis evaluates incremental differences between the  BaseThe analysis evaluates incremental differences between the  Base
Case and the Case and the AlternativeAlternative(s(s)). In other words, a benefit. In other words, a benefit--cost analysis cost analysis 
tries to answer the question: What additional benefits will resutries to answer the question: What additional benefits will result if lt if 
this Alternative is undertaken, and what additional costs are this Alternative is undertaken, and what additional costs are 
needed to bring it about?needed to bring it about?

INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Benefit Cost Analysis
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Learning ObjectivesLearning Objectives

1 Public Sector Analysis

2 Benefit Cost Analysis

3 Alternative Selection

4 Multiple Alternatives

Using the
B/C

Ratio
Approach
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Public Sector Analysis
INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

The Public & Private Sector relationshipThe Public & Private Sector relationship

Government is a supplier of public goods and services & Government is a supplier of public goods and services & 

households and business purchase via taxes.households and business purchase via taxes.

The size of government in the mixed economy is such that its The size of government in the mixed economy is such that its 

purchase of goods and services exerts important influences on purchase of goods and services exerts important influences on 

the economy.the economy.

The way in which government finances its expenditure also has The way in which government finances its expenditure also has 

important economic consequences important economic consequences –– i.e. the tax system can promote or i.e. the tax system can promote or 

obstruct equity and efficiency.obstruct equity and efficiency.

If there is a budget imbalance (surplus or deficit), the If there is a budget imbalance (surplus or deficit), the 

government exercises an influence on the balance between government exercises an influence on the balance between 

saving and investment, or on the balance of payments.saving and investment, or on the balance of payments.
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Public economics is the study of the nature, principles and econPublic economics is the study of the nature, principles and economicomic
consequences of the expenditure, taxation, financing and regulatconsequences of the expenditure, taxation, financing and regulatory ory 
actions undertaken in the nonactions undertaken in the non--profit making government sector of profit making government sector of 
the economy.the economy.

The Public & Private Sector relationship (The Public & Private Sector relationship (contcont’’ss))

Public Sector Analysis
INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Condition 1:Condition 1: Production activities must be Pareto optimal.Production activities must be Pareto optimal.

Condition 2:Condition 2: Economic efficiency in consumption must occur in such a way Economic efficiency in consumption must occur in such a way 

that no interpersonal rethat no interpersonal re--allocation of commodities can increase the utility allocation of commodities can increase the utility 

of either of the two consumers (A or B), without thereby decreasof either of the two consumers (A or B), without thereby decreasing the ing the 

utility of the other.utility of the other.

Condition 3:Condition 3: Producers and consumers achieve equilibrium simultaneously.Producers and consumers achieve equilibrium simultaneously.

In an economy with no public sector, and in which there are no In an economy with no public sector, and in which there are no 
consumption or production externalities, consumption or production externalities, allocativeallocative efficiency in the efficiency in the 
general equilibrium context requires the simultaneous concurrencgeneral equilibrium context requires the simultaneous concurrencee
of three conditions:.of three conditions:.
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Aspects of the definition:Aspects of the definition:

Areas of decisionAreas of decision--making (expenditure, taxation, financing and making (expenditure, taxation, financing and 
regulation) are instruments of fiscal policy that result in direregulation) are instruments of fiscal policy that result in directct
mobilization and allocation of scarce resources.mobilization and allocation of scarce resources.

RegulationRegulation –– the indirect influencing of the allocation of resources.the indirect influencing of the allocation of resources.

Fiscal criteria have been developed on which to base decisions iFiscal criteria have been developed on which to base decisions in the n the 
pubic sector and which may be applied when recommendations on tapubic sector and which may be applied when recommendations on taxesxes
or expenditure allocations are formulated.or expenditure allocations are formulated.

The study of the nature and economic consequences of decisions fThe study of the nature and economic consequences of decisions fall all 
into the category of positive economics.into the category of positive economics.

The development of criteria, on the other hand, has to do with The development of criteria, on the other hand, has to do with 
normative economics, focusing on what ought to be normative economics, focusing on what ought to be –– normative normative 
economics.economics.

NonNon--profit making profit making –– absence of profit maximization as the leading absence of profit maximization as the leading 
motive for mobilization and allocation of resources. motive for mobilization and allocation of resources. 

Public Sector Analysis
INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
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TheThe ‘‘government sectorgovernment sector’’ of the economy also embraces public entities.of the economy also embraces public entities.

The size of the public sector can be gauged by looking at differThe size of the public sector can be gauged by looking at differentent

indicators including total tax income; total public sector spendindicators including total tax income; total public sector spending; ratio ing; ratio 

of resource mobilization by Government as a percentage of GDP.of resource mobilization by Government as a percentage of GDP.

““Because of the diverse nature of government activities and the Because of the diverse nature of government activities and the 

corresponding differences in the factors that determine the allocorresponding differences in the factors that determine the allocation cation 

and distribution processes in the public sector, we are not onlyand distribution processes in the public sector, we are not only

interested in the aggregate size of the public sector, but also interested in the aggregate size of the public sector, but also in its in its 

constituent componentsconstituent components””..

Public Sector Analysis
INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
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If there is a budget deficit, for example, tax revenue is less tIf there is a budget deficit, for example, tax revenue is less than han 
government expenditure, or, and the government has to borrow. government expenditure, or, and the government has to borrow. 
The size of its deficit and the way in which it is financed is vThe size of its deficit and the way in which it is financed is veryery
important for macroeconomic stabilityimportant for macroeconomic stability……in the case of a budget in the case of a budget 
surplus the government supplements the savings in the economy.surplus the government supplements the savings in the economy.

While government can influence the course of the economy, it is While government can influence the course of the economy, it is 
also extensively affected by what happens in the economy.also extensively affected by what happens in the economy.

The Condition ScenariosThe Condition Scenarios

Public Sector Analysis
INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
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Several instances of market failure:Several instances of market failure:
Lack of information Lack of information –– Information AsymmetryInformation Asymmetry

Lags in adjustment Lags in adjustment –– resources are not very mobile and response times invariably lagresources are not very mobile and response times invariably lag

in responding to shifts.in responding to shifts.

Incomplete markets Incomplete markets –– incomplete in the sense that they cannot meet the demand for incomplete in the sense that they cannot meet the demand for 

certain public goods such as, for example, street lighting on thcertain public goods such as, for example, street lighting on their own.eir own.

Non competitive markets  Non competitive markets  -- e.g. monopoly, oligopoly.e.g. monopoly, oligopoly.

MacroMacro--economic instability economic instability –– Left on their own markets may take too long to adjust Left on their own markets may take too long to adjust 

to changing external conditions, and it is often necessary for dto changing external conditions, and it is often necessary for domestic policyomestic policy--makers makers 

to step into step in…”…”The important role played by monetary and exchange rate policiesThe important role played by monetary and exchange rate policies today today 

can be viewed as an attempt on the part of government to deal wican be viewed as an attempt on the part of government to deal with the problem of th the problem of 

market failure at the macromarket failure at the macro--economic leveleconomic level””..

Distribution of income Distribution of income –– the most important shortcoming of the neoclassical model of the most important shortcoming of the neoclassical model of 

general equilibrium is the fact that it is entirely neutral on tgeneral equilibrium is the fact that it is entirely neutral on the distributional issue.he distributional issue.

Public Sector Analysis
INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
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BenefitBenefit--Cost Analysis (BCA) is a tool for organizing information on  Cost Analysis (BCA) is a tool for organizing information on  
the relative value of alternative public investments like envirothe relative value of alternative public investments like environmental nmental 
restoration projects. restoration projects. 

When the value of all significant benefits and costs can be exprWhen the value of all significant benefits and costs can be expressedessed
in monetary terms, the net value (benefits minus costs) of the in monetary terms, the net value (benefits minus costs) of the 
alternatives under consideration can be computed and used to alternatives under consideration can be computed and used to 
identify the alternative that yields the greatest increase in puidentify the alternative that yields the greatest increase in publicblic
welfare.welfare.

However, since environmental goods and services are not commoHowever, since environmental goods and services are not commonlynly
bought or sold in the marketplace, it can be difficult to expresbought or sold in the marketplace, it can be difficult to express the s the 
outputs of an environmental restoration project in monetary termoutputs of an environmental restoration project in monetary terms. s. 

BCA analysis is commonly used to evaluate the economic feasibility of 

traditional public expenditures. 

BenefitBenefit--Cost AnalysisCost Analysis
INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION
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CostCost--benefit analysis benefit analysis is a term that refers both to:

a formal discipline used to help appraise, or assess, the case fa formal discipline used to help appraise, or assess, the case for a or a 

project or proposal, which itself is a process known as project project or proposal, which itself is a process known as project 

appraisal ; and appraisal ; and 

an informal approach to making decisions of any kind. an informal approach to making decisions of any kind. 

BenefitBenefit--Cost AnalysisCost Analysis
INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

The objective of a benefit-cost analysis is to translate the effects of an 

investment into monetary terms and to account for the fact that benefits 

generally accrue over a long period of time while capital costs are 

incurred primarily in the initial years. 

The primary transportation-related elements that can be monetized are travel time costs, vehicle operating costs, safety costs,

ongoing maintenance costs, and remaining capital value (a combination of capital expenditure and salvage value). For some 

kinds of projects, such as bypasses, travel times and safety may improve, but operating costs may increase due to longer 

travel distances. A properly conducted benefit-cost analysis would indicate whether travel time and safety savings exceed the 

costs of design, construction, and the long-term increased operating costs.
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Public Sector ProjectPublic Sector Project

•Public Sector:

•Ownership – by citizens- the public

•Public Sector Projects:

•Provide needed services to the public an “no 
profit”

1
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Types of Projects Types of Projects 

•Hospitals

•Parks and recreation facilities

•Highways, Dams, Bridges

•Courts, schools, prisons

•Public Housing

•Many other types

1
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CharacteristicsCharacteristics-- comparedcompared

Revenues Revenues –– profit cost profit cost 

estimatesestimates
No Profit: costs and No Profit: costs and 

benefitsbenefits
Annual Cash Flow Annual Cash Flow 

estimatesestimates

Shorter:Shorter:

22--25 years25 years

Quite Long 30 Quite Long 30 –– 5050

yearsyears
Life EstimatesLife Estimates

Some Large; medium to Some Large; medium to 

smallsmall
LargerLargerSize of InvestmentSize of Investment

Private SectorPrivate SectorPublic SectorPublic SectorCharacteristicCharacteristic

1
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AttributesAttributes

Public Sector Projects do not have “profits” per se

Projects can have certain undesirable consequences 

associated

Thus, can be controversial in nature

Draw media attention – debated on pros and cons

1
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Estimating for Public Projects Estimating for Public Projects 
COSTSCOSTS

•Basic elements for public projects:

•Costs

Construction, operations, maintenance less  est. 
salvage values

Initial costs fairly well know

Future O&M are less know and must be 
estimated

1
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Estimating:Estimating: BenefitsBenefits

•BENEFITS to the public (users) must be estimated 
in terms of periodic dollar values

Very difficult to do

Benefits = the advantage's to the public stated in RM

Owners – generally the public

1
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EstimatingEstimating DISBENEFITSDISBENEFITS

•Disbenefits

Expected undesirable (negative) consequences to 
the owners (public)

Assuming the project is undertaken

May be indirect economic disadvantages  to the 
public

Very hard to estimate and convert to RM amounts

1
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General PrincipleGeneral Principle

•For public projects we find:

It is very difficult to estimate and reach 
agreement on the economic impacts of 

benefits and disbenefits for public sector 
projects

1
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Funding Sources Funding Sources -- comparedcompared

Higher: At market costHigher: At market costTends to be lowerTends to be lowerInterest RateInterest Rate

Sale of new stock, Sale of new stock, 

bonds, loans, Ret. bonds, loans, Ret. 

earningsearnings

Taxes, fees, bonds, Taxes, fees, bonds, 

Pvt. fundsPvt. funds
FundingFunding

Private SectorPrivate SectorPublic SectorPublic SectorCharacteristicCharacteristic

1
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Funding Public ProjectsFunding Public Projects

Generally low interest charges

Public entities do not pay taxes

Project investments basically backed by public 
agencies

Cost sharing arrangements often exist

Less perceived risk with public projects

1
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Determination of an Interest RateDetermination of an Interest Rate

Determined differently than in the private sector

Called the social discount rate

For Federal Projects a current working rate (2001) is
10% per year

1
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Additional ComparisonsAdditional Comparisons

Primarily economicPrimarily economicPolitical ArenaPolitical Arena

(debated, pressure (debated, pressure 

groups)groups)

Environment of the Environment of the 

evaluationevaluation

Rate of Return or Rate of Return or 

Present ValuePresent Value
Multiple or manyMultiple or manySelection CriteriaSelection Criteria

Private SectorPrivate SectorPublic SectorPublic SectorCharacteristicCharacteristic

1
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Selection ProcessSelection Process

Not as “clean” as in the private sector

Involves interest and pressure groups

Often draw media attention

Involve many different viewpoints

1
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Evaluation ProcessEvaluation Process

•The viewpoint finally adopted will:

•Determine the estimates of..

Costs

Benefits

Disbenefits

•Thus, the viewpoint must be established 
before the economic evaluation

1
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Example 1Example 1

•This is a common problem

•Define the viewpoints

•A given viewpoint will drive the analysis

•Multiple views = multiple results!

•Nature of the “beast”

1
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B/C Analysis B/C Analysis –– Single ProjectSingle Project

• Historical Point

•B/C analysis philosophy was instituted and 
promoted by the Flood Control Act of 1936

•Introduced to promote a sense of objectivity in an 
analysis

2
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B/C Formulations B/C Formulations 

•Assignable life, N - years

•Estimate costs (RM)

•Estimate benefits in (RM)

•Estimate disbenefits in (RM)

•Assign an interest rate – i (%/year)

2
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B/C formulations B/C formulations 

•Then convert all amounts to either a

•Present Worth - PW(i%)

•Annual Worth – AW(i%)

•Then calculate a B/C ratio in one of three ways…..

2
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B/C Ratios: 3 formatsB/C Ratios: 3 formats

Three acceptable formats are:

( )
/

(cos )

PW benefits
B C

PW ts

( )

(cos )

AW benefits

AW ts

( )

(cos )

FW benefits

FW ts

2
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Notes regarding signsNotes regarding signs

•By convention:

•Revenues are assigned (+) signs

•Costs are assigned (+) signs

•Salvage values are subtracted from costs

•Disbenefits are treated more than one way

2
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HandlingHandling DisbenefitsDisbenefits

1. Disbenefit values are subtracted from benefits

2. Disbenefit values are added to costs

3. Either approach will result in a consistent analysis –
but be consistent through out an analysis

2
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Decision RuleDecision Rule

•IF B/C ratio (=>) 1.00

•Conditionally accept the alternative

•IF B/C ratio (<) 1.00, conditionally reject the alternative

•IF B/C ratio “close” to 1.00 then intangible factors may 
sway the decision to accept or reject

2
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Convention vs. Modified ?Convention vs. Modified ?

•It makes no difference which approach is used

•However, the ratio values will differ (magnitude)

•But, the same absolute (accept/reject) decision will be 
the same

2
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BenefitBenefit--Cost DifferenceCost Difference

•B-C Cost difference is not a ratio

•B-C cost difference is:

•(Benefits – Costs)  (as a PW or AW)

•The “B” represents the Net Benefit

•Benefits - Disbenefits

2
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Example 2Example 2

•Applies all three approaches to the same problem 
situation

•B/C = 0.51 (reject)

•Mod B/C = 0.39 (reject)

•(B-C) = $-1.24 million (< 0…reject)

•Result: Same decision with varying magnitudes of the 
ratio

2
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Example 3 Example 3 

•Given two alternatives

•Bypass construction

•Upgrade construction

•Note: Unequal lives ..use AW

•i is set to 8%

2
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Example 3,Example 3, (continued)(continued)

•Conventional B/C – Bypass = 1.17

•Conventional B/C – Upgrade = 1.13

•Both B/C ratios are > 0

•Both proposal are economically justified at 8%

•Which one would you select?

2
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Uncertain Discount Rate Uncertain Discount Rate (??)(??)

• What if the value of “i” is uncertain?

•Apply a spreadsheet analysis and play “what-if)

•What if federal funds are available for the upgrade 
and a 4% rate is applied to that option?

•Changing discount rates can impact on the ratio for 
that alternative!

2
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Alternative Selection using Alternative Selection using 

Incremental Analysis: 2 AlternativesIncremental Analysis: 2 Alternatives

•Requires a proper ordering of the alternatives

•Order alternatives on the basis of Total Costs

3
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Rank on Total Costs Rank on Total Costs -- RulesRules

1. Determine total equivalent costs for both 
alternatives;

2. Order by total costs:  Smaller first then larger

Calculate the incremental cost for the larger 
alternative = ( C) – be the denominator in the B/C 
ratio

3
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(B/C) Approach(B/C) Approach

3. For both alternatives determine:

•Total equivalent benefits and disbenefits.

•Calculate the ( B) for the larger cost alternative 
or (B-D) if disbenefits are involved

4.  Calculate the { (B-D)/C } ratio

3

5. If (B/C) (=>) 1.00 go with the higher cost 
alternative

else,

Go with lower cost alternative!
44
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Important PointImportant Point

If one is using a PW to determine equivalency, 
then you must have an equal life model or lowest 
common multiple of lives.

Or, apply the annual worth on a typical cycle for 
the alternatives and the repeatability assumption
applies.

3
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Incremental B/C for Multiple ProjectsIncremental B/C for Multiple Projects

•Select from three or more mutually exclusive 
alternatives

•Remember, the Do Nothing alternative always exists 
and should be evaluated as an alternative.

4
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Steps for Multiple Incremental Steps for Multiple Incremental 

AnalysisAnalysis

1. Using either PW or AW determine the total equivalent 
cost for all options.  If unequal lives, apply AW

2. Create the rankings based upon lowest to highest 
total cost of the alternatives

3. Determine the total equivalent net benefits for each 
alternative

4
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4. The lowest cost option is the first Defender and the 
next higher cost alternative is the first challenger

Compute the B/C ratio on the increment

If B/C < 0, eliminate the Challenger else eliminate the 
Defender.

Current winner becomes new Defender

4 Steps for Multiple Incremental Steps for Multiple Incremental 

Analysis (contAnalysis (cont’’))

48
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Multiple AlternativesMultiple Alternatives……..

5. Compare the new defender to the next higher cost 
challenger and repeat the analysis.

6. Continue through the alternative until there are no 
more challengers.

7. The last “champion” is the winner

4
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Example 5Example 5

• 4 Alternatives { 1,2,3, and 4}

•Ranked on total cost as shown

•Analysis Summary:

•(2 -1) B/C = 2.24 …Go with {2}

•(3-2) B/C =0.62…Reject 3, stay with {2}

•(4-2) B/C = 1.83 Go with 4, final winner

4
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SummarySummary

•B/C is primarily a public sector analysis technique

•Uses PW or AW with a social cost of capital interest 
rate (specified before the analysis is conducted)

•B/C ratio greater than 1 indicates economic 
desirability
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• Very difficult to estimate $ values for benefits and 
disbenefits

•Results may depend upon viewpoints that define 
costs and benefits

•Applied within the political arena

•Current interest rates vary from 6% to 10% but are 
hard to justify

SummarySummary
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End of Chapter SlideEnd of Chapter Slide


